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	Web Services on Rails, 9780596527969 (0596527969), O'Reilly, 2006

This PDF will show you how your small business or enterprise can publish its APIs (application programming interface) to a developer community just like the behemoths of the Internet--Google, Yahoo!, eBay, and Amazon. 

These giants already offer their APIs to other programmers and allow for add-on services and mash-ups to develop from them--but until recently, the capability for most enterprises to do the same was limited by a myriad of competing standards and a lack of easy-to-use tools to accomplish the task.

Ruby on Rails levels the playing field for companies by simplifying the process of building web services and documenting APIs. Now with Rails, enterprise-quality tools are available for all developers.

In this document, we'll look at how Ruby on Rails makes building web service clients and servers simple and fun. Along the way, we'll give working examples and code details so you can see just how everything works.
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Real-World HadoopO'Reilly, 2015

	
		If you’re a business team leader, CIO, business analyst, or developer interested in how Apache Hadoop and Apache HBase-related technologies can address problems involving large-scale data in cost-effective ways, this book is for you. Using real-world stories and situations, authors Ted Dunning and Ellen Friedman show Hadoop...



		

History of Nordic ComputingSpringer, 2005
This book is dedicated to the men and women who seek to preserve the legacy of the computing profession, particularly those from the Nordic ...

		

Essentials of Error-Control CodingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Rapid advances in electronic and optical technology have enabled the implementation of powerful error-control codes, which are now used in almost the entire range of information systems with close to optimal performance. These codes and decoding methods are required for the detection and correction of the errors and erasures which inevitably occur...




	

Eloquent Ruby (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Do you know why experienced Ruby programmers tend to reach for basic collections
	and hashes while programmers from other languages go for more specialized classes?
	Do you know the difference between strip, chop, and chomp, and why there are three
	such similar methods when apparently one might suffice? (Not to mention lstrip and...


		

The Microsoft DirectX 9 Programmable Graphics PipelineMicrosoft Press, 2003
Interactive 3-D graphics is one of the most rapidly advancing technologies ever applied to entertainment. The clear trend of increasing entertainment richness and sophistication that started with the era of Pong shows no sign of slowing. 

Over the next few years, the visual quality and realism of interactive 3-D graphics will grow to...

		

Microcontroller SystengineerGazelle Distribution, 2009

	This book is about a state of the art tool, Flowcode[registered], and how you can use Flowcode to develop microcontroller applications. The book starts very simply with a tutorial project and step-by-step instructions. As you go along the projects increase in difficulty and the new concepts are explained. Each project has a clear description...
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